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Abstract

Animations and simulations are often presented as tools for learning, although not all animations are appropriate for that purpose. The goal of this paper is to get things straight in that respect. After giving a short definition of graphic animations and simulations, this paper contends that, in educational systems, these should be used only if they are related to the subject to be learned, to the learning process, and/or to the learner’s characteristics, thus discrediting animations used solely for marketing purposes. Then a simple but educationally relevant simulation is discussed in a simulation-based system to help practising and learning algorithmics. Finally, the paper proposes a guideline establishing general relationships between learning task categories, knowledge types, and animation or simulation types.
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Introduction

Educational systems have tremendously evolved during the recent years [Lelouche, 1998]. In particular the emphasis of multimedia and hypermedia techniques has made such systems more attractive. These techniques have then been made popular through the wide use of Internet and in particular of the Worldwide Web. A notorious application of such techniques is the use of graphical animations and simulations, which, however, have been in effect and widely used for a long time before and independently of the Internet. Since transmission hiccups and delays over a wide-area network may affect the smoothness of such effects, very likely, their effectiveness is still bigger outside the Internet. For example, realistic animations are present particularly in computer-based video games which, even if distributed on the Internet (e.g. through e-commerce), are most often executed from a CD-ROM, or even from the local hard disk, rather than directly from the Internet. Besides games, another important use of animations is educational systems, where they have a wider and wider impact.

In this paper, we try to examine the roles and the effects of graphic animation and simulations on educational systems. The first section recalls what animations and simulations are. Section 2, aimed at “setting the stage”, presents several general aspects of animation uses in educational systems, giving examples as appropriate. Section 3 gives a more detailed example of animations in a simple system built to acquire programming skills. Finally, section 4 establishes some guidelines relating various types of animations to various types of pedagogical purposes.

1. What are animations and simulations?

Although often associated to film making (for example, the Animation Journal [Furniss, 1991] is exclusively related to that area), animation is a product, a branch, of computer graphics [Foley & al., 1990; Laybourne, 1998]. However, all that is animation is not always graphic (indeed some use only ASCII text!), but this paper will concentrate on graphic animations. All that is graphic is not always animation either. Animations are precisely those graphic displays where something is changing over time. Depending on the case at hand, that something may be appearing or disappearing, moving, or evolving (e.g. changing shape and/or colour, etc.). The graphic can be a line drawing, a cartoon, or a picture; when animated, these lead...
respectively to line animations, animation cartoons, and movies (e.g. videos).

Regarding simulations, we first exclude the simulation discipline [Yurcik, 1999], that is math-based rather than graphic-based (although simulation packages often include animated simulations for marketing reasons), to concentrate on graphic simulations. The latter are of two types. Static simulations are still displays (real pictures or computer-generated), and therefore are not animations (nothing changes over time); their interest is the quality of their effect rendering (ex.: surface textures, landscapes). On the other hand, dynamic simulations are animations. What makes both categories simulations is their content and their interactive nature. Contentwise, they demonstrate some property, real or not, of the displayed scene: a body, an event, a phenomenon, etc. As to their nature, they allow the user to interact with the displayed scene, by varying its speed or pausing it if animated, by focusing on a particular area (zooming, etc.), or even by influencing the animation outcome itself (this is the case with certain simulation-based games, in particular role-playing games). Both categories of simulations are used in educational systems; the displayed scene and the demonstrated properties are then likely to relate to the subject matter. However, in this article, we are not interested in static simulations, which are simply akin to good pictures.

From a technical standpoint, animations and simulations may be either prepared in advance, or generated on demand. The former approach requires important storage capacity and bandwidth (e.g. “introduction” parts of games), while the latter needs a fast processor and a lot of memory (Incredible machines game). The animation may also combine both approaches: partly pre-computed, and processor-completed at run time (e.g. Quake game).

2. Animations in educational systems

Animations are certainly very popular, were it only because of their attractiveness, in particular in spectacular games and movies. But what exactly do they bring to educational systems? Are they improving them, and if so on what grounds, or are they essentially glitter patched on them to make them more glamorous, more attractive, and thus easier to sell? In my opinion, to be educationally relevant, they should certainly not be like the highlighted word “FREE” — or some other more tendentious buzzword — written on the top of certain billboard advertisements. The proof: you have certainly seen and maybe entirely read such an ad, but have you ever called the person who posted it?...

This section successively examines the relationships of animations with subject matter, with the learning process, with the student’s interests, and, at last, with marketing.

2.1 Animations and subject matter

In an educational setting, the first purpose of any object presented to the student is that it should be descriptive of the contents to be learned (e.g. a course). That certainly holds in particular for animated scenes. Many examples of such animations can be found in physics (e.g. in kinematics or dynamics), in engineering (e.g. working of a four-stroke engine, creation or absorption of a photon [Henderson & al., 1979]), in astronomy (e.g. planets and stars movements), in molecular biology (e.g. human genome [Human Genome Project, 2001]), in certain areas of computer science (e.g. sorting algorithms [Brummund, 1997; Harrison, 2001; McCauley, 2001]). That also holds for static animations, quite useful in such areas as descriptive natural sciences (e.g. botany or zoology) or physical sciences (e.g. mechanical constraints in static physics or in materials science).

Such animations or simulations are certainly very appropriate, if not the most appropriate, because they definitely help the learner understand the subject, process or law that is being presented.

However, to meet most effectively that goal, such an animation or simulation should concentrate on what is to be learned, and nothing else; if too realistic, it may deter the learner from the very subject at hand. For example, to present the working of a four-stroke engine to a mechanics student, a line drawing or a cartoon may be sufficient. Indeed, a movie showing a real engine inside a real car hood may accidentally focus the student’s attention on an inappropriate place, e.g. a red label put somewhere by some service person, especially if that label happens to be placed on a moving part. A similar and common situation occurs when driving an automobile: as a driver, my attention may be attracted by a set of blinking lights at night. If these lights signal some dangerous spot, fine! they appropriately warn me of that danger. But if they turn out to merely signal a restaurant or an entertainment place, I may feel frustrated to have had to concentrate uselessly on something unrelated to my driving. For an experienced driver, the blinking lights may simply mean frustration; for a student or tired driver, they may become dangerous by themselves...

2.2 Animations and learning process

Even when it bears a relationship with the subject matter, a good educational animation should actually augment or at least facilitate the student’s learning. It certainly does if it makes the contents easier to understand, like in the examples above, which depict the very phenomenon or law that the student is supposed to understand. Other animations could simply illustrate the subject matter, without being as crucial to the learning process. By making the content more palatable, they probably facilitate its ingestion!

Although the understanding of a concept, of how a phenomenon works, is important, the learning process also involves two other aspects, namely motivation for learning, and memorisation of what is being learned. Thus animation software that addresses them also contribute to easing the learning process, although not as effectively as if they also facilitate understanding.
Finally, *experimentation*, that may be involved in all three aspects — understanding, motivation, and memorisation — is essentially present in interactive simulations.

Thus, when assessing the contribution of a proposed or existing animation or simulation to the learning process, one should examine how it addresses understanding, motivation, memorisation, and experimentation. However, one should also take into account *the time spent by the student for learning the simulation environment* vs. what it allows the student to learn, i.e. its functional capabilities.

### 2.3 Animations and student interests

The learning process, described in general terms above, involves at least two entities: the subject matter and the learner. So, besides the course contents examined in 2.1, it may happen that an animation tries to relate to the learning person: his/her psychology, experiences, interests, etc. That is especially true when the “knowledge” to be learned involves the learner himself or herself, who must then learn *how-to-be* (vs. learn what or learn how-to-do). Such situations are: driving an automobile or an aeroplane, human resources management, sociopolitical behaviours, or the integration of special-need persons into their social environment. An example of the last situation is the Brazilian AVIRC Project [Moreira da Costa & Vidal de Carvalho, 2000], an Integrated Virtual reality Environment for Cognitive Rehabilitation where the learner is a person with acquired brain injury or neuro-psychiatric disorder. Another example [Moreno & al., 2000] deals with a multimedia interface where the modalities of the performed cognitive task are adapted to the characteristics of the learner, a child with intellectual and cognitive handicaps. A most recent example is the automatic generation of learning simulation scenarios in a safe virtual environment [Ip & al., 2001], presently used for political students, but usable in other domains.

In these types of learning situations, very realistic animations or simulations are appropriate, because the learner is eventually bound to deal with reality. Indeed, when learning how-to-be, important details to account for may not stand out as conspicuously as when studying a law in physics, for instance. Such realistic software could then be appropriate substitutes for real life scenarios. Going farther, *virtual reality environments* may sometimes be the best and even the only way to learn, not only for cost savings, but also because other persons are at stake. Such are the cases of flight simulators, especially when developed for planes not yet constructed, or of virtual surgical operations for medicine students, or of environments for special-need learners.

In my opinion however, animations geared at special individuals’ interests are more difficult to assess objectively than the previous ones. Indeed a person (here the learner) is much more complex than a subject matter or even than the learning process, which have been more extensively studied. Assessment questions to be asked would be in the following directions. On what precise grounds the relations between the animation-simulation software and the learner have been established? Is a particular type of learner targeted? If so, how has s/he been modelled? And how is the animation or simulation connected to the learner’s model?

### 2.4 Animations and marketing

Actually, a thin borderline may separate (possibly attractive, but) genuinely useful pedagogical animations and simulations from the ones whose main virtue is their (marketing) attractiveness. Indeed, many software praise their “breath-taking” animations, and the modern rendering techniques are quite fabulous [Watt & Watt, 1992]. A learner may indeed experience tremendous fun with an especially attractive animation, but if s/he does not learn better or more effectively because of it, then that animation should nevertheless be questioned.

Thus, when assessing an animation software, one should uncomplacently evaluate what are the primary *intents* and *effects* of the animation. Often it seems to be there merely to provoke a bewildered “Wahoo!”. I certainly do not criticise “glitter animations” as such, but if you have a wonderfully glamorous animation to propose or to assess, maybe you should wonder whether and how it is connected *also* to the subject matter, to the general learning process, and/or to the targeted learner.

### 2.5 Partial conclusion

In an educational context, an animation should be related primarily to the subject matter, to the learning process, or to the learner (figure 1). Rendering effects such as realism, speed or reactivity are only secondary, if they do not strengthen these primary relationships. David Merrill [2000] stated: “Ratings based primarily on production value and appearance do little to inform you about the instructional quality of a product”. This holds in particular for animations and simulations.

![Figure 1. Animations and simulations in an educational software.](image_url)

Naturally, the present discussion, and in particular figure 1, deals with animations assuming that the student is alone with the educational system, i.e. independently from the environment in which (s)he is placed. If, for example, a human teacher is present and can refocus the learner’s attention on the relevant points (e.g. the learning
goals), the drawback or inadequacy of an otherwise inappropriate animation may be lessened or even eliminated.

3. An example: animations in the ALGORITHMIK simulation software

The ALGORITHMIK system [Dion, 1988; Lelouche, 1999] has been designed for college students in an introductory programming class. The main tutor objective is to help the student learn to use adequately basic control structures (IF THEN, IF THEN ELSE, WHILE DO, ITERATE n TIMES) and procedure calls. To that effect, ALGORITHMIK uses a micro-world called “Karel the robot” [Pattis, 1981], in which the student must program a robot to make it achieve various tasks requiring to use the learned control structures. As a major advantage, this micro-world requires no data structure, thus allowing to separate two difficulty levels — data structures and control structures — felt by the programming beginners.

ALGORITHMIK provides the student with three interactive components: a structure editor for code entry, a graphic situation editor, and a graphic simulator for executing and tracing the program (figure 2). To help the student solve his/her problem, it also includes an intelligent tutor, with which we do not deal here.

The available problems are categorized according to their assumed difficulty: decision structures, iterative structures, or all control structures. When starting a session, the student may choose a category, then his/her first problem in that category; afterwards, s/he is guided into working on more difficult problems. Alternatively, s/he may relinquish the use of the tutor and devise his/her own problem to work on. In that case however, since the system “knows” nothing about the task to be performed, the student is left alone (no tutoring).

Let us assume that the student decides to work on the first of the “all control structures” category, the super-steeplechase problem [Lelouche, 1999]. S/he is then presented with the following task description (here translated into English): Karel must run a super-steeplechase. The hurdles have a variable height and a zero width. The end of the run is marked by a beeper. Karel begins its run facing east; at the end of the run, it must also face east and is supposed to have picked up the beeper ending the run.

and with a display like that laid out on figure 2, showing a program window in which s/he can work on his/her program using the structure editor, and an example of initial situation.

If the student is not happy with the proposed situation, s/he may modify it using the graphical situation editor, which allows him/her to place the robot at the desired intersection and with the desired orientation, and to place or move bippers and wall sections around as s/he wishes. Although they do not involve animation or simulation, the structure editor and the situation editor are
convenient interactive graphic tools to use, especially to vary the program situation parameters through experimentation.

The execution simulator, which can be activated using the Execution menu (figure 3), does involve animation. It is used to visualise, on the active situation, the execution of the active program window; in addition, the instruction currently executing is simultaneously highlighted in the program text. Thus, at all times, the relationship between the active program instruction and the result of its execution is visible. Besides, at any time during execution, the student can change the execution mode (Fast speed, Slow speed, or Stepwise), or can activate the Pause and Abort execution commands (see figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Execution</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute •E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ Fast speed</td>
<td>Slow speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause</td>
<td>Abort execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. — ALGORITHMIK Execution menu.

All these facilities help the student follow the program execution, both on the situation field and in the program code. In addition, by slowing down or even stopping the execution at any program point that s/he may find unclear, s/he can gather some information, possibly modify the local situation (Karel’s location and orientation, bippers, and wall sections), in order to understand better how the program really works, and thus eventually correct his/her errors. The execution simulator capabilities are particularly useful for problems invented by the student or the teacher, where the help of the tutor is not available.

The execution simulator thus appears to be an interesting and simple alternative to more complex tools, using a more realistic robot for instance. Indeed, the ALGORITHMIK software is simple to learn and master, using a more realistic robot for instance. Indeed, the ALGORITHMIK software is simple to learn and master, because only what is important is displayed and included in the controls available to the learner. These simple controls allow him/her to concentrate on the algorithm design and development (rather than play around with more sophisticated tools or displays, for instance).

4. Which animations and simulations for which purposes?

From the discussion and examples given in the previous sections, several general rules, or guidelines, can be drawn. In the table of figure 4, which is our own, we try to emphasise the roles played by animations and simulations in various learning situations.

On the horizontal axis, to a learning task, identified by the type of knowledge to be acquired, we associate the animation type(s) most typically appropriate for that learning task. We document that association with the animation capabilities educationally useful for that task, and with typical domain examples. Note that animations can only work at the task level, which is much lower than the more general learning goal of the student.

On the vertical axis, our table shows a progression from lower-level learning tasks to higher-level ones, and a parallel progression from simpler to more sophisticated animations or simulations. Naturally, the second progression is justified by the fact that the tasks to be performed, and the domains from which they are drawn, are more and more complex, and thus need to be displayed with more and more realism.

Naturally, animations or even simulations are never sufficient per se: they can only be part of the learning and part of the teaching. On the learning side, they are necessarily related with specific tasks to be performed, tasks that can be far away from more general domain-related learning goals: animation-based activities need to be complemented by more learning-oriented activities, e.g. problem solving. On the teaching side, even with animation-based activities, animation capabilities need to be complemented by other tutoring capabilities of the system or of the teacher, like providing details or explanations on the subject or phenomenon or behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning goal (task)</th>
<th>Knowledge type</th>
<th>Animation type</th>
<th>Educationally useful capabilities</th>
<th>Domain examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance with the subject matter</td>
<td>Know what (it is)</td>
<td>Static simulation or representation</td>
<td>Emphasis on distinctive features</td>
<td>Classification domains (Botany, Zoology, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding a phenomenon or law</td>
<td>Know how (it works)</td>
<td>Line or cartoon animation</td>
<td>Id. + speed control, zooming effects</td>
<td>Theoretical domains (Geometry, Physics, Mechanics, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing a procedure</td>
<td>Know-how (to do)</td>
<td>Realistic animation, Line or cartoon simulation</td>
<td>Id. + showing procedure being performed, parameter modification effects, playback, ...</td>
<td>Practical skill domains (Driving, Building, Troubleshooting, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with a situation involving others</td>
<td>Know-howe-to-be (attitudes and behaviours)</td>
<td>Realistic simulation, Virtual reality</td>
<td>Id. + immersion into the situation to be mastered</td>
<td>Human domains (Human resources management, Politics, Medical domains, Special-need learners, ...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. — Relationships between educational goals and animation types.
at hand, answering various kinds of questions from the learner (which become more and more difficult to answer appropriately when the targeted knowledge type evolves from know-what to know-how-to-be), etc. And above all, links have to be made between the tasks empowered by the animation or simulation and the higher-level capabilities that the student must eventually acquire.

It should also be noted that animation properties like motivation-triggering or attractiveness are absent from our table. That is because such properties can possibly apply to all animation types, and also because they cannot be measured objectively (at best through sensitivity questionnaires). Besides and most importantly, it is our strong belief that motivation or attraction alone cannot be a source for learning: they can only be modalities that can ease a learning process the source of which lies necessarily elsewhere. Although realism does augment attractiveness, we have shown in section 2.1 that too realistic an animation can deter the learner from difficult learning problems, or even mask these problems (e.g. by accidentally focusing the student’s attention on some irrelevant aspect of the animation) because it does not concentrate on what is to be learned. Similarly, in spite of their present popularity as a research trend, we think that, although animated agents do have their advantages, they also have their limitations, especially if they distract the student from concentrating on what is to be learned.

Conclusion

This paper tried to show that animations or simulations are not a feature that necessarily augment the pedagogical value of a computer-based educational software or environment. They can do so only if some learning goal underlies them, and if their types are appropriate for the student meet that goal.

We hope that the presented guidelines can help people designing animations and simulations build more educationally significant ones, and can help people in charge of buying or assessing an educational software not be unduly impressed by glamorous animations the learning goal of which is absent or questionable. It would certainly be valuable to design and build a real instrument, possibly computer-based, to assess the educational merits of a given animation, taking into account the learning contexts, materials, and objectives, as well as the learner’s specificities, but that endeavour is beyond the scope of this position paper.
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